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OVERVIEW

Unique property which was originally 2 apartments of 210
m² on a high floor on Paseo Alameda. This location offers
a panoramic view of the city of Valencia. The building has
a spa and solarium on the top floor.

A unique high-end residence with superb panoramic views. This is a luxury apartment
of 420 m² located on a high floor of the prestigious building, in la Alameda. It is a
building with a 24-hour security service, a concierge, 3 lifts and a private car park. The
building has a heated pool, spa and solarium on the top floor enjoying the best views
of Valencia. 

 

This property occupies the entire floor so the landing is for the exclusive use of the
owners and there are 3 entrances. The main entrance leads to a large hall which
opens to the south-facing living room with 3 distinct areas. Upon entering the living
room we immediately notice its spaciousness and brightness, plus the stunning
panoramic views over the city of Valencia. Double glazed floor-to-ceiling windows
allow plenty of light in and marble floors in ivory cream colour enhance the
brightness of the room, creating a very pleasant space and a feeling of luxury and
comfort. The living room is separated into 2 interconnecting sitting rooms and a
dining room that is close to the kitchen.

The kitchen is spacious, with a dining area and a laundry area which can also be
accessed by the back door. It is a fully equipped kitchen and has been updated with a
large countertop finished in stainless steel and industrial stainless steel hood also.

The rest of the property consists of rest areas and bedrooms, divided into two zones.
In the east wing is the master suite, a double suite, a multipurpose room and a
bathroom. The multipurpose room has been used as a seating area and for
entertainment, but could also be a guest area or service area with its own entrance
door from the landing. The master suite is oriented east and has magnificent views of
the City of Arts and Sciences and the sea can even be seen from the bed. It also has a
dressing area with white lacquered cabinets and a spacious bathroom with rain
shower and whirlpool bathtub.

 

lucasfox.com/go/val5021

Sea views, Mountain views,
Indoor swimming pool, Spa, Jacuzzi,
Concierge service, Lift, Natural light,
Marble flooring, Parking, Communal terrace,
Views, Transport nearby, Service lift,
Service entrance, Security, Heating,
Exterior, Double glazing, Built-in wardrobes,
Air conditioning
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In the west wing we find a guest toilet and 2 double bedrooms with an en-suite
bathroom each. The bedrooms located in this area enjoy views of the Palau de la
Música and the hills, and all have fitted white lacquered wardrobes.

Sensational private residence with some of the best views in the city.

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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